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Melting of dust plasma crystals with defects

I. V. Schweigert,1 V. A. Schweigert,1 A. Melzer,2 and A. Piel2
1Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

2Institut für Experimentelle und Angewandte Physik, Christian-Albrechts-Universita¨t, 24098 Kiel, Germany
~Received 7 December 1999!

The role of defects in the melting transition of a bilayer dust plasma crystal with vertical alignment is studied
using Langevin molecular dynamics simulations. Two types of defects are considered:~i! point defects and
dislocations and~ii ! additional particles which are placed below and above the bilayer crystal~i.e., the so-called
strong defects!. It is shown that the presence of point defects and a few dislocations does not change the
two-step melting scenario previously found for nondefect bilayer crystals. This contrast with the influence of
the strong defects which leads to a substantial increase of the kinetic energy of particles and to local heating of
the bilayer dust crystal.

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Zb, 52.35.2g, 64.60.2i
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I. INTRODUCTION

The melting transition in two-dimensional~2D! crystals
of classical particles is one of the fundamental problems
tracting experimental and theoretical studies for deca
@1,2#. Experimental model systems for the study of 2D me
ing include electrons on the surface of liquid helium@3# and
colloidal suspensions@4#. The plasma crystal is a rather ne
model system for the study of 2D crystalline structur
@5–7#. Usually, plasma crystals consist of micrometer s
dust particles trapped in the electrode sheath of gaseous
charges by the balance of gravitational and electric fi
forces. The dust particles attain a high negative chargeZ of
the order of 103–105 of elementary charges due to the inflo
of plasma ions and electrons. In experimental syste
@8–11# the dust crystals in the sheath are of large exten
the horizontal plane, but of only a few~1–20! crystal layers
in the vertical direction. In the horizontal plane the partic
form the usual hexagonal lattices, whereas vertically
negatively charged microparticles are arranged in alig
chains. This is not the most energetically favorite struct
for the screened Coulomb isotropic potential of interactio
The vertically aligned particle arrangement indicates tha
Debye-Hückel model of interparticle interactions brea
down in a plasma with streaming ions.

Moreover, experiments@5,6# have shown that a decreas
of gas pressure causes a dramatic change of the state o
system which is associated with crystal heating and melt
This experimental finding is surprising because for 2D a
3D close-packed crystals with isotropic interparticle inter
tions the statistical properties of the system are not affec
by a change of the viscosity of the surrounding medium. T
viscosity sets only the time scale of particle motion unle
hydrodynamic interactions should be taken into account@4#.
Nevertheless, in the case of dust crystal in the sheath a
crease of pressure amplifies particle oscillations and the
ticle kinetic energy increases by orders of magnitude. N
that the temperature of the surrounding gas and the charg
particles remain unchanged.

The phenomenon of particle alignment in ion flux w
considered within a collisionless approach in@12#, using a
fluid approximation in@13#, and in the collision case in
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~1!/1238~7!/$15.00
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@14,15#. It was found that the ion flux is focused by neg
tively charged particles, which leads to the formation of
eas of enhanced ion density behind the upstream partic
These areas provide an attractive force for lower partic
and explain the vertical alignment of particles. From mo
advanced theoretical studies@14–16# and experiments
@17,18# it has been shown that the attraction due to the
clouds is asymmetric. Each ion cloud provides an attrac
force for all other particles of the crystal, but there is
interaction with its parent upstream particle. The asymme
of particle screening and the nonpotential character of in
particle interactions leads to the development of an insta
ity.

The mechanism of dust particle heating was explained
Refs. @14,15#. Linear analysis of particle motion equation
shows that an instability develops when the dust-neutral
friction becomes less than some critical valuen in . A detailed
study of the melting of a nondefect bilayer crystal in t
sheath was carried out using Langevin molecular dynam
~MD! simulations@7,19#. It was shown that the melting o
the bilayer crystal is a two-step process. With decreasing
gas friction first the instability predicted from the linea
analysis@14,15# sets in atn in and the crystal transits to
‘‘hot’’ crystalline state with developed oscillations. A furthe
decrease of the friction coefficient to the second criti
valuen! causes the bilayer crystal to melt. From MD sim
lations the kinetic energy of particle motion as a function
gas friction was obtained which agrees with the experime
data within an order of magnitude.

However, one feature of the experimental observation s
needs an explanation. In our simulations the particle kine
energy quickly increases at the critical friction valu
whereas in the experiment the particle energy increases m
smoothly within a wide range of gas friction. The expe
mental system first shows the formation of heated spots
then both liquidlike areas and crystalline patches appea
the crystal. With further reduced friction, streamline partic
motion takes over more and more, finally leading to a liqu
state@5#.

In our earlier studies we have treated the nondefect
layer crystal and defects appearing only close to the mel
temperature. In the experimental system the dust crys
1238 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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have point and extended defects in the lattices and additi
particles which are placed above and below the main lay

In this article, we study the melting of the bilayer cryst
with both kinds of defects observed in the experiment. T
first type of defects are vacancies, interstitials, and unco
lated diclocations which are typical for 2D structure and d
stroy the translational and the angular order. The second
are the additional particles which surround the bilayer cry
above and beneath~so-calledstrong defects!.

II. MODEL OF THE BILAYER CRYSTAL WITH DEFECTS

The melting of the defect bilayer crystal is studied usin
previous model of dust crystal in the sheath@14,15#. In this
model, the following are assumed:~i! The particles move in
the plane parallel to the electrode. This simplification follo
from experimental observations which show that dust p
ticles move mainly in the horizontal (x,y) plane. The ampli-
tude of particle oscillations in the verticalz direction is com-
parably small due to the strong vertical confinement form
by the gravitational and the electrical forces.~ii ! The asym-
metric ion distribution around the particle is replaced by
uniform ion distribution and an effective positive chargeZc
placed below the parent dust particle. The value and coo
nates of effective positive charges are taken from R
@7,15#. ~iii ! Each ion cloud~i.e., positive point charge! is
rigidly connected to the upper parent particle. This is jus
fied since a shift of the upstream particle immediately le
to the redistribution of the ion density around this partic
@14,15#, because the characteristic time of ion motion
much less than the time scale of dust particle motion.

In our earlier works@7,14,15,19# we have considered bi
layer crystals which are infinite in the horizontal plane. W
took a fragment of the crystal with periodic boundary con
tions. Here, we consider a finite bilayer cluster because in
crystalline phase the defects are easily formed due to
presence of the external boundary of the system.

The particles interact through the screened Coulomb
tential V(rW i ,rW j )5(Z2/urW i2rW j u)exp(2kurWi2rWju), where rW i is
the coordinate of thei th particle, and 1/k is the screening
length which isk52/a @20,21#, wherea is the mean inter-
particle distance.

The bilayer crystal consists of 996 particles. In the crys
phase the particles are arranged into two parallel almost
agonal lattices in the (x,y) plane with a vertical distanced.
In the vertical direction the particles and the charges
aligned as observed in the experiment. The two layers c
tain the same number of particles.

The Langevin equations of particle motion in such a cr
tal can be written as@7#

d2rW i

dt2
5

1

M
FW i2n

drW i

dt
1

1

M
FW l2

1

M
¹W U~rW i !, ~1!

whereM is the mass of a dust particle,FW i is the electrostatic
interaction force between the dust particles and ion cloudn
is the friction coefficient of the dust particles with the neut
gas, andFW l is the Langevin force corresponding to the roo
temperature of the surrounding neutral gas.U is an external
potential which confines the system to the radial plane.
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The electrostatic interaction force acting on the dust p
ticles can be written as@15#

FW i5Z2(
j

rW i2rW j

urW i2rW j u3
e2kurW i2rW j u~11kurW i2rW j u!

2ZZc(
n

rW i2rWn

urW i2rWnu3
e2kurW i2rWnu~11kurW i2rWnu!, ~2!

wherej , n denote the summation over all layers of particl
and charges, respectively. The first term in Eq.~2! describes
the interparticle repulsion and the second term refers to
attraction between a particle and positive charges. Note th
particle does not interact with its downstream positive cha
which mimics the asymmetric ion distribution around a p
ticle. The coordinates of chargesrWn5rW j2dceW z , wheredc is
the distance between a positive charge and the lower laye
the vertical direction.

The external potential is taken as

U~r i<R* !50, U~r i.R* !5a~r i2R* !2, ~3!

whereR* 50.45 cm anda5105 eV/cm2. The external con-
finement was chosen in such a way that the particle den
in the simulations coincides with the experimental one. Ot
simulation parameters are taken from experiment@5#. The
dust particle radius isR54.7 mm, corresponding to a dus
massM56.73310213 kg. The dust charge isZ516 000 of
elementary charges, the interparticle distancesa5450 mm,
and the interlayer distancesd50.8a. In the simulations the
positive charge is taken to beZc50.5Z with a vertical dis-
tance dc50.6a @15#. The corresponding dust plasma fr
quency for the experimental conditions then isvpd

5AZ2e2/e0Ma35110 s21. The transition from solid crysta
structure to the gaslike state in the experiment is observe
reducing the pressure from 120 Pa down to 40 Pa co
sponding to an Epstein dust-neutral friction coefficientn
532 s21 down to 10 s21 @22#. Below the dimensionless fric
tion constantn/vpd is used.

III. MELTING OF THE BILAYER CRYSTAL WITH
POINT DEFECTS AND DISLOCATIONS

The first type of defects such as vacancies, interstiti
and dislocations in the crystal are created by cooling
system from the high-temperature liquid state. Initially,
high temperature the particles are placed randomly wit
the arear ,R* . Then with a slow numerical decreasing
temperature the particles form a hexagonal lattice with a c
tain amount of point and extended defects. Note that an
finite crystal with defects relaxes to a perfect hexagonal
tice during slow numerical freezing.

In order to investigate the influence of defects on t
melting process the crystal shown in Fig. 1 is taken, which
a typical example of the bilayer crystal with the first type
defects. It contains uncorrelated dislocations with Burg
vectors equal to 2. Additionally, the crystal has a lot of d
fects near the external boundary, since the hexagonal s
ture can be fitted into a circle only with a number of poi
defects. The lower layer has the same structure. In the si
lations at each value of the friction 23104–63104 MD
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1240 PRE 62SCHWEIGERT, SCHWEIGERT, MELZER, AND PIEL
steps are executed first in order to reach the steady-stat
havior and then the characteristic parameters are obtaine
averaging over time. We assume that the steady stat
reached when the averaged kinetic energy of the parti
remains constant during a run.

The dynamics of particle motion is studied by reduci
the friction coefficient which corresponds to decreasing
gas pressure in the discharge. The mean kinetic energ
particles in the upper layerE as a function of friction coef-
ficientn/vpd is shown in Fig. 2~a! ~solid circles!. At high gas
friction the system has crystalline structure and the energE
is about the temperature of the surrounding gas. Decrea
the friction to the critical valuen in only slightly changes the
system in spite of the presence of defects@Fig. 2~a!, regime
I#. In the vicinity of the critical friction value n in
50.105vpd the energyE quickly rises from 0.1 to 2 eV and
the system transits to the ‘‘hot’’ crystalline regime which
characterized by developed particle oscillations@Fig. 2~a!,
regime II#. Note that this first critical value is close to th
critical friction of an instability for the nondefect bilaye
crystal derived from a linear analysis@14,15#. In the next
range of gas friction,n* ,n,n in , the bilayer crystal passe
through a sequence of ‘‘hot’’ crystalline states and the
netic energy of particles rises from 2 to 7 eV. In fact, Fig
shows the particle trajectories just before melting which w
taken atn50.0721vpd ~regime II, E57 eV). It is clearly
seen that the particle trajectories do not display signs of
locations. The bilayer crystal retains crystalline order in
gime II, even though the coupling parameter which is
interparticle interaction energy, measured in units of the p
ticle kinetic energyG5Z2e2/aE, falls from 150 to 52 in this
range of friction. The bilayer crystal with point and extend
defects exhibits an enhanced stability against thermal fl
tuations as well as nondefect bilayer crystal@7#. Note that a
single-layer crystal with the symmetric screened (k52/a)

FIG. 1. Particle trajectories in the upper layer of the dust cry
with point defects and dislocations atn50.0721vpd. The Burgers
vector of uncorrelated dislocations is equal to 2.
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potential of interaction melts atG* 5189 @7#.
With further friction decreasing at the second critic

valuen* 50.0720vpd the formation of temperature-induce
defects is observed and the system transits to the isotr
liquid @Fig. 2~a!, regime III#. The phase transition is accom
panied by a jump of the kinetic energy of particles.

To identify the critical points in more detail we calcula
the diffusion coefficient which can be written as

D5 (
i 51

N H DrW i~ t !22F (
j 51

N

DrW j~ t !G2

/NJ /N4t , ~4!

l

FIG. 2. ~a! Mean kinetic energy of the dust particles as a fun
tion of the gas friction coefficient for the bilayer crystal with poi
defects and dislocations~solid circles! and with strong defects
~open circles!. The experimental values@5# are also shown for com-
parison~solid squares!. ~b! Mean kinetic energy of the dust crysta
with strong defects for the top incomplete layer~open diamonds!,
the upper lattice~open circles!, the lower lattice~solid circles!, and
the bottom incomplete layer~solid diamonds! as a function of the
gas friction constant.
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where DrW i(t)5rW i(t)2rW i(0). In Fig. 3 the diffusion coeffi-
cient is shown as a function of friction coefficient. In th
crystalline state~regimes I and II! the diffusion is small and
it jumps at the melting pointn* by 3 orders of magnitude
@see Fig. 3~a!#.

Furthermore, the mode spectra are analyzed, which all
one to clarify features of particle motion in the different r
gimes. These spectra are derived from the particle velo
autocorrelation function by a Fourier transform. The exci
tion spectraZv can be written as

Zv~v!52E
0

`

eivtZv~t!dt,

Zv~t!5(
j

^vW j~ t !vW j~ t2t!&

^vW j~ t !vW j~ t !&
, ~5!

wherevW j is the velocity of thej th particle and̂ •& denotes
the average over time. The spectra of particle oscillations
given in Fig. 4. At high pressure in the crystalline staten
50.14vpd , regime I! the crystal has a quite broad spectru
which is typical for 2D Coulomb systems@see Fig. 4~a!#. The

FIG. 3. Diffusion coefficient as a function of the gas frictio
coefficient for the bilayer crystal with point defects and dislocatio
~a! and with strong defects~b!.

FIG. 4. Phonon spectra of the bilayer crystal with point defe
and dislocations at different friction coefficientsn50.14vpd ~a!, n
50.105vpd ~b!, n50.0721vpd ~c!, andn50.0720vpd ~d!.
s

ty
-
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particle velocity distribution function~PVDF! in this regime
is a Maxwellian one@see Fig. 5~a!#. At n50.105vpd andn
50.0721vpd ~regime II, ‘‘hot’’ crystalline states! the spectra
have a sharp peak denoting the appearance of unstable
ticle oscillations@see Figs. 4~b! and 4~c!#. These peaks are
found at quite high frequency close to the dust plasma
quency. It should be emphasized that the crystal structur
destroyed by long-wave~low-frequency! phonons; thereby
the observed short-wave~high-frequency! oscillations are
not dangerous to the crystal structure. In the ‘‘hot’’ crysta
line state the PVDF differs from the Maxwellian@Fig. 5~b!#.
At the second critical value of the friction,n* , the bilayer
crystal undergoes a melting transition. The spectrum
comes broad and includes zero-frequency modes@Fig. 4~d!#
which lead to the destruction of the crystal structure.
expected in the liquid state the PVDF again is an isotro
Maxwellian @Fig. 5~c!#.

Note that this ‘‘hot’’ crystalline regime does not appe
during the melting of bilayer crystals with an isotropic Co
lomb or screened potential of interactions@23#. The origin of

s

s

FIG. 5. Particle velocity distribution function at different fric
tion coefficients n50.14vpd ~a!, n50.0721vpd ~b!, and n
50.0720vpd ~c!. ~The dashed and dotted lines denote results of
MD simulations; solid lines are the Maxwellian PVDF for compa
son.!
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the two-step melting mechanism of the aligned bilayer cr
tal is the instability of the system against short-wave osci
tions. On the basis of these results we can conclude tha

FIG. 6. Scheme of the bilayer crystal with strong defects:
top incomplete layer~1!, the upper lattice layer~2!, the lower lattice
layer ~3!, and bottom incomplete layer~4!.
-
-
he

occurrence of points defects and dislocations only sligh
increases the particle temperature. As a whole the mel
process of a bilayer crystal with the first type of defects tu
out to be similar to the melting behavior of the nondefe
bilayer crystal@7,19#.

IV. MELTING OF A BILAYER CRYSTAL
WITH STRONG DEFECTS

Here, the influence of additional particles above and
low a bilayer crystal on the melting transition is studied.
four-layer structure is analyzed which consists of the
incomplete layer, two hexagonal lattices with point defe
and dislocations, and the bottom incomplete layer~see Fig.
6!. The number of particles in the top and bottom incompl
layers is 45, corresponding to 5% of the total number
particles. The particles interact through a short-ran
screened potential; therefore this number of particles is
small to form a lattice. Initially, the particles in the top an
bottom layers are placed randomly. The system is equ
brated during 104–53104 MD steps, and top and bottom
particles occupy the aligned sites. The vertical distance
tween incomplete layers and the main lattices is the in
layer distanced.

We study the behavior of the bilayer crystal, gradua
lowering the gas friction. Solving Eq.~1!, we calculate the
electrostatic interaction force acting on a particle, perform
a summation over all particles of four layers and all posit

e

-

f

FIG. 7. Particle trajectories in
the upper layer of the bilayer crys
tal with strong defects atn
50.15vpd, E510 eV ~a!, at n
50.14vpd, E512 eV ~b!, at n
50.13vpd, E514.5 eV~c!, and at
n50.12vpd, E517 eV ~d!. The
dislocation with Burgers vector o
length 1 and the ‘‘pentagon’’ are
marked by lines~a!.
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charges of four layers except a positive charge under
particle.

At high gas friction the system with strong defects a
exhibits a crystalline structure. However, the presence of
and bottom particles leads to an increase of the kinetic
ergy of particles compared to the case of the first type
defects@see Fig. 2~a! ~open circles!#. The calculated kinetic
energy is now in quite close quantitative agreement with
experimental values~solid squares!. Figure 2~b! shows the
kinetic energy of particles in the upper~open circles! and
lower ~solid circles! crystal layers and in the incomplete to
layer~open diamonds! and bottom one~solid diamonds!. The
particles in each layer have different temperatures and
amplitude of particle oscillations increases when going fr
the top to the bottom layer. It is noteworthy that even
high gas friction the kinetic energy of the bottom particles
much higher than that of the other layers. Note that the p
ticle densities in the top and bottom incomplete layers
about the same. Despite the high kinetic energy, the bot
particles weakly heat the nearest lattice@see Fig. 2~b!#.

With decreasing the gas friction instability sets in whi
in the presence of strong defects is atn50.216vpd . In Fig. 7
the particle trajectories in the upper layer are plotted for d
ferent ‘‘hot’’ crystalline regimes. At friction constantn
50.15vpd the upper layer has an ordered structure and
uncorrelated dislocation with a Burgers vector equal to 1
clearly seen@see Fig. 7~a!#. The particles oscillate with large
amplitude, but the motion of some of the particles is mo
violent. We found that these particles are placed exactly
der the particles of the top incomplete layer~see Fig. 6!. At
lower friction n50.14vpd streamline motion is formed
around the ‘‘pentagon’’ related to the uncorrelated dislo
tion, Fig. 7~b!. At n50.13vpd and n50.12vpd the lattice
melts locally and liquid fragments form first under the t
particles, Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!. The particles of the lower crys
tal layer, in general, show the same motion than those in
upper crystal layer, but their oscillations are more promine
To illustrate the role of top and bottom particles in the he
ing enlarged fragments of both crystal layers atn
50.135vpd are given in Fig. 8. It is apparent that the laye
are mostly influenced by particles from the top incompl
layer. The most effectively heated particles in the fragme
~marked by 1 in Fig. 8! are in a vertical chain with a top
particle. In both layers these particles rotate around th
equilibrium positions. At this value of the gas friction th
kinetic energy of bottom particles is very high~about 60 eV!.
The positions of particles in the bottom incomplete layer
denoted by 2 and 3. Their influence on the neighboring la
is very small@see Fig. 8~b!#.

The reason for the dominant role of particles of the t
incomplete layer is the attraction of the lower particles a
the positive charge created by the top particle, which for
the particle beneath to follow the motion of the top partic
The particles in the bottom incomplete layer affect the ne
est layer only through Coulomb repulsion. Neverthele
with increasing kinetic energy of these bottom particles th
influence on the lower layer becomes larger.

It should be underlined here that in the case of stro
defects the onset of instability provides a considerable
crease of the mean kinetic energy, but it increases m
smoothly than in the case of the bilayer crystal with po
is
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defects and dislocations. The diffusion coefficient given
Fig. 3~b! also shows features of a continuous melting. T
two-step melting transition is smeared out by local heat
effects and it is difficult to identify a point of melting.

To gain additional insight into the role of the particles
the bottom incomplete layer for crystal heating, the melti
of the bilayer crystal is studied with only a few bottom pa
ticles and no particles in the top incomplete layer. This str
ture consists of two hexagonal crystal layers and a bot
incomplete layer with three particles. The trajectories of
lower lattice and bottom particles atn50.12vpd are plotted
in Fig. 9. In this case it is found that the particle temperat
change is similar to the case of the bilayer crystalwithout
strong defects. The three bottom particles have a large
netic energy which coincides with the energy of the botto
layer considered above. The directed velocity of bottom p
ticles is quite large and one particle has an almost lin
trajectory. This high-energy particle moving beneath is sc

FIG. 8. Particle trajectories in a fragment of the upper~a! and
lower layer~b! with one particle in the top incomplete layer and tw
particles in the bottom one atn50.135vpd. ~1 denotes the position
of the top particle and 2,3 refer to the bottom particle positions!
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1244 PRE 62SCHWEIGERT, SCHWEIGERT, MELZER, AND PIEL
tered by the nearest lattice particles due to Coulomb re
sion and transfers the momentum of motion to the lattice
Fig. 9 it is clearly seen that the part of the lattice above
extended particle trajectory is heated. It is interesting to n
that the bottom particles move through the potential mini
which are situated under the particles of the nearest lat

FIG. 9. Particle trajectories in the lower lattice of the bilay
crystal with only three bottom particles atn50.12vpd. The ex-
tended trajectories refer to three bottom particles.
-

et

d

r-
l-
n
e
te
a
e.

One might speculate that this mechanism leads to the lo
layer fast moving particles used in a recent experimen
generate Mach cones in plasma crystals@24#.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have performed Langevin molecu
dynamics simulations to reveal the role of two types of d
fects in melting of the aligned bilayer crystal. It was foun
that the bilayer crystal with point defects and uncorrela
dislocations exhibits a two-step melting dynamics close
the nondefect bilayer crystal described earlier@7,19#. The
instability is induced by decreasing gas friction and leads
the quick rise of the kinetic energy of particle motion. Th
system transits to the ‘‘hot’’ crystalline regime with stron
oscillations. With further decreasing of the gas friction t
system undergoes a melting transition.

It was shown that the bilayer crystal with strong defe
has a more complex mechanism of particle heating. In
case the melting is governed by global heating by s
excited oscillations and the local heating by strong defect
well. The top particles play the most important role in t
heating since in the aligned structure the top particle de
mines the motion of particles in the vertical chain. The b
tom particles affect the nearest lattice only by means of C
lomb repulsion; thereby only high-energy bottom partic
can heat only the nearest layer.
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